Commencement Program

SATURDAY, JUNE 12, 2021

Main Virtual Ceremony Webcast
Live webcast begins at 9:00 a.m. PDT. This event includes remarks from members of the UO Community, the conferral of degrees, and the official address from actor and commencement speaker Ty Burrell.

CAS Social Science Division Virtual Ceremony
Prerecorded event available for viewing at 10:00 a.m. PDT, following the main ceremony webcast.

Grad Parade
This University of Oregon tradition returns. Beginning at 12:30 p.m., graduates parade through campus toward Memorial Quad.

Stage Procession
Following the Grad Parade at 1:00 p.m. PDT. Livestreamed event.

These events can all be viewed on the University of Oregon's Commencement website at https://commencement.uoregon.edu.

General Social Sciences
Special message and congratulations from the General Social Sciences Program Director, Jamie Mayhew Bufalino. Prerecorded event, available for viewing on the General Social Sciences Program website at https://gss.uoregon.edu.
AWARDS AND HONORS

Phi Beta Kappa
Margaret Rose O'Brien
Nicholas Matthew Adams
MacKenzie Drew Brumbaugh
Teresa Holmes
Alaina Marie McIntyre
Megan Renee Miller
Bianca Sardo Pak
Camila Verano
Odin Leif Wium

Cum Laude
Margaret Rose O'Brien
Nicholas Matthew Adams
MacKenzie Drew Brumbaugh
Teresa Holmes
Alaina Marie McIntyre
Megan Renee Miller
Bianca Sardo Pak
Camila Verano
Odin Leif Wium

Magna Cum Laude
Nicholas Matthew Adams
MacKenzie Drew Brumbaugh
Kory Lee Coleman

Summa Cum Laude
Nicole Kristine Koehmstedt
Bianca Sardo Pak
Juliae Misa Riva

Departmental Honors
Margaret Rose O'Brien
Ackerman
Morgan Nicole Harper
Alaina Marie McIntyre
Kory Lee Coleman
Teresa Holmes
Megan Taylor Priaulx
Tyler James Shough

BACCALAUREATE DEGREE CANDIDATES

Applied Economics, Business, and Society

Aliza Noor Ahmed
Rose Ann Anderson
Nicholas Alan Armstrong
Angelo Joseph Athens
Demeris Gilbert Bailey
Alex Joseph Balducci
Gabriella Marie Barbalinardo
Morgan Kelly Bartlett
Bill Batbayar

Andrew M. Bennion
Eli Charles Berman
Chengcheng Bian
Javier Bigeriego
Michael Dennis Billings
Ebony Lou Boyd
Cassie Jacqueline Brady
Hunter Mathias Hoku Breault
Iman Isai Jenea Brown
Mali Amanda Brown
Jack Norbert Bunt
Tighe M. Burke
Sophia Marie Calero
Mitchell Jeffery Whalen
Kyle Matthew White
Rachel Alanah Whitten
Baylor Jong Wilson
Jackie Pauline Woods
Patrick Schafer Worthing
Mitchell Alan Wright
Yahan Xie
Bradley Lawrence Yaffe
Peyton Eiichi Yanagi
Hui Zhang
Jian Zhang
Qi Zhang
Yichen Zhang
Zewen Zhang
Jenifer Zhou
Xiyan Zhu

Bella Ina Luisa Crepeaux
Char Matauauaga Curran
Maddi Eileen Day
Maggie Elizabeth DeWitt
Brianna Duncan
Hailey Renee Duncan
Makenzie Tanae Dunmore
Harper Fan
Austin Vaosa Faoliu
Kai Erika Flores-Wong
Gia Aliyah Phillana Gershon-Friedberg
Keely Alyssa Gilbert
Janilet Gomez Navarette
Soleil Juliet Gordon
Lillian Mei Gowen
Corey James Grohs
Megan E. Gullekson
Sayge Elisa Marea Hansen
Jonathan A. Harvey
Juliana Elisabeth Herbert
Yaneli Hernandez-Tapia
Shawna Renee Heurgue
Morgan Thomas Hohlfelder
Tim Donovan Holt
Jocelyn Kaylese Hurd
Brittany Marie Jeffery
Ruby Marie Jernigan
Deonte D. Johnson
Samuelu James Johnson
Sione Latu Kava
Kholea Alyssa Kodak
Nicole Kristine Koehmstedt
Aysiah Cheyenne Kruis
Peyton Michelle LeGate
Zunwei Lin
Sarah June Lovely
Tatum Alexis Maines

Crime, Law, and Society

Margaret Rose O'Brien Ackerman
Nicholas Matthew Adams
Colby Ray Alexander
Wes Mitchell Allen
Sala Timothy Aumavae-Laulu
Carly Rae Ayer
Kara Michelle Bodenstab
Linden Frances Brentano
Daniel Seth Brown
Hollyann Noelle Burgess
Eric Raul Calderon
Jose Aaron Camberos
Andrea Gabrielle Chacon
Lauryn Nicole Cobbs
Liseth Corral

Sarah June Lovely
Tatum Alexis Maines
Emma Caroline Sax
Daylee Noel Shaw
Anne Katherine Storrs
Macy Joan Sudakoff
Avery Diane Temple
Odin Leif Wium
Logan David Yarborough
Mackenzie Elizabeth Zerr

Social Studies Teaching

MacKenzie Drew Brumbaugh
Ben Patrick Bunkers
Noah Conrad Burke
Kory Lee Coleman
Mengying Dai
Maddie Lynn Hopper
Tanner Jay Howe
Karissa Nichole Aubrey Irvin
Eliana Alexandra Katelanis
Sarah Elizabeth Marin
Lauren Kelly McNamara
Maddie Paige Pellman
Autumn Rene Sanders
Amber Linn Sherman
Jennifer Christine Stark Plueard
Jack David Travnicek
Jennifer Marie Wilder